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This dissertation presents the development ofPC-based system, Web-based system and
Human Machine Interface for the project 'PC-Based and Web-Based System for
Controlling XY Robot '. The objective of this project is to create systems that are
capable of controlling an XY Robot through Human Machine Interface (HMI). For that
matter, the project is being divided into three sections; the development of PC-based
system, the development of Web-based system and the development of Human Machine
Interface. PC-based system is aim to control the robot through HMI through serial link
communication. As for Web-based system, its aim is to control the robot through HMI
over the Ethernet connection. For this system, its HMI is being made into an interactive
web page. Users can access its server's web site for the purpose of controlling the robot.
The devices used in this project are mainly the OMRON Factory Automation devices.
Therefore, the software used come from OMRON as well. The software essential for this
project are ;Visual Basic 6.0, ONC Active XControl, FA Components, Data Agent and
SYSMAC Compolet for HMI and web application development, FinsGateway for
device communication and CX Programmer for robot system programming. Both
systems are developed by designing its' respective system architecture and followed by
devices settings and configuration. The systems are deem successful when
communication is established between the end user and PLC which contains the
program of the robot.
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In our modern society, robot is being manipulated in almost every field and area, so
much so that it has become an integral part ofour life. For example, robots are being use
in manufacturing industry and service sectors; to either fulfill the increasing demand of
productivity orto help deliver quality services.
Before the millennia, the operations of robotic system in these areas have remained
separate and independent (Hu and Brandy, 1997). In other words, components of robotic
systems are isolated from one another by different environment and have no effective
way to communicate. However, with the advancement of today's computer and Internet
technology, it is possible to develop an integrated network environment to cater the vast
application of the robotic system. This include of having a standard network protocol
and an interactive human -machine interface. Using a Web browser alongside with its
intuitive user interface, a remote operator can control the robot viathe Internet.
This dissertation describes the author's work in developing a PC-based and Web-based
system that is capable of controlling an XY Robot through Human Machine Interface,
via the Local Area Network.
1.2 Problem Statement
Robot applications are vast and in some applications, it works in inhospitable
environment. Such application would be handling radioactive materials and perform
salvage work in the ocean depths. To be able to control the robot without the
presence of its operator nearby, a mean of communication for the purpose of remote
controlling is required. The concept of controlling robots at a distance is called
'teleoperation'.
However, the concept evolves as the usage of robot is expanding. Although its initial
purpose of remote controlling remains the same; its applications does not only directed
to working in hostile environment. Instead, it has varies to suit the demand of many
sectors. In manufacturing sectors, remote controlling would be beneficial for a robot
system placed separately from its operator due to the constraint or condition of the
factory. For example, a robot system might be placed in a hot environment which is
unsuitable for its operator to be around. In other case, a factory might have several
locations where the robot systems are located far away from its operator or controller.
By utilizing the capabilities of today's computer and Internet technology, an integrated
network environment for robotic system can be created. Hence, the mentioned problems
can be solved. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the robot usage is boost to its utmost
level.
1.3 Objectives Of The Project
1. To develop a PC- based system that is capable of controlling an XY Robot
locally.
2. To develop a Web-based system that is capable of controlling an XY Robot
remotely.
3. To create a Human Machine Interface (HMI) for the identified XY Robot
application using Visual Basic 6.0(VB 6.0).
1.4 Scope Of Study
To build the systems, OMRON devices are used. The devices used are its Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) of C200HE Series and CSl Series, Open Network Controller
(ONC) of ITNC-EIX01 model and Ethernet Unit (ETN Unit) of CS1W-ETN 11 model.
The software used are VB 6.0, SYSMAC C Compolet and CX Programmer. Therefore,
to achieve the mentioned objectives; knowledge on the devices installation and settings,
programming of the mentioned software and data networking are required.
In this project, PLC is the 'brain' of the XY Robot system. In other words, programs for
the movement of the robot are being done and stored in PLC. Hence, knowledge on
programming the PLC is vital. To program OMRON PLCs, CX Programmer is being
used.
In creating the HMI for the identified XY Robot function, knowledge on VB 6.0
programming; particularly regarding the SYSMAC Compolet coding is needed.
SYSMAC Compolet is the software that allows OMRON PLCs series control in the
VB 6.0 environment.
To develop both PC-based and Web-based system, basic knowledge on data
communications and networking is needed. This includes understanding in LAN
technology, network protocols and fundamentals of TCP/IP. Example of TCP/IP
fundamentals would be client/server programming and the concept ofdomain names and
IP addresses.
As the OMRON devices are being used, emphasis is given on procedures of setting up




This chapter reviews the written materials related to this project and also the area of
study required in developing the Web-based system. It gives the reader an overview of
previous researches and projects done by other scholars.
2.1 Teleoperation and Telerobotics (Internet Robotics)
2.1.1 Introduction
Teleoperation is the basic concept employed for this project. The system allow user to
control robot remotely, i.e., without having the operator to be physically present at the
same place with the robot. Teleoperated robots were developed over 30 years ago. The
main objective was to develop a system capable of working in inhospitable
environments (e.g. radiation sites). Along the way, the concept has expanded; where
more intelligent devices such as surveillance camera and manipulators are embedded
and Internet technology is being use as the medium of communication. For now,
remotely controlled robots are being use for space exploration, perform salvage work in
the ocean depths and clean up spills of hazardous substances. Robotics control is also
being use in operating rooms, where surgeons can perform operation at distant locations.
There are distinct different between teleoperation and telerobotics (or Internet robotics).
Basically, both imply remote controlling, although the latter was the evolution of the
former. Internet robotics involves controlling a robot or device from a Web browser.
Among the different aspect between both would be the delay, where delay and through
put of the Internet are likely unpredictable, as compared to traditional teleoperation
system; where the interfaces have fixed and guaranteed delay. Another aspect would be
the level of tolerance; where Web-based telerobotics system has a high degree of
possible data-package loss due to packet discard when there is no existing remedy. As
for teleoperation system, a dedicated wire connecting the robot and controlling system
resulted in little data loss over transmission.
Internet robotics started in 1994. The first generation of Internet robots revolves around
simple robotic arms controlled by human operators. These telerobots operate within well
structured environment with little uncertainty and little intelligence. The second
generation focus on autonomous mobile robot that navigate in dynamic and uncertain
environment e.g. the Xavier-an office exploring robot at Carnegie-Mellon University m.
In the papers written on telerobotics projects; it's working principles, framework and
software/hardware components involved were mentioned. Through reading, basic idea
of how the system would be can be obtained. The papers also highlighted the problems
encountered during project development. By this, the problem that is yet to be
encountered can be anticipated. Better still, improvement can be done at the designing
level. Among the problems mentioned is the restricted bandwidth and arbitrarily large
transmission delay, which due to the performance of Internet [l]. Another problem
highlighted is the network traffic. Adding camera vision features to the controlling
websites complicates matter even further due to the limitation of HTML/HTTP
environment
2.1.2 General Components
There are various strategies that can be implemented as the client -server system for
controlling robots over the World Wide Web. Generally most system, regardless of the
networked appliances, consists of the following;
1. The controlled object or robot.
2. The microprocessor as either part ofthe controlled body or as a separate devices
that interface the object to apersonal computer ordirectly tothe network.
3. The operator-PC computer as a client on the computer network with a GUI
interface for controlling purposes or as a server being an interface between the
controlled object and internet.
The software components depend on the hardware architecture and usually include:
1. The firmware for the embedded microprocessor.
2. The software that interfaces a personal computer to the controller object or to the
embedded system.
3. The user interface for performing the control.
4. The internet server in case if the object need to be controlled via the Internet.
2.2 LAN Networking Principles
Local Area Network (LAN) consists of a shared transmission medium and a set of
hardware and software for interfacing devices to the medium. It allows devices to
exchange data over the shared transmission medium but imposes certain rule in
regulating the orderly access to the medium.
LAN is being use by many organizations for the convenience of data exchange. This
includes data exchange between personal workstations and each other and also to a
centralized facility. This is to fulfill the demand of today's working nature which
requires information sharing.
The common protocol architecture would be the IEEE 802 reference model. Protocol
architecture cites how blocks data is transmitted over the network. Important features of
LAN would be its topologies and Medium Access Control (MAC) technique. LAN
topology describes the physical layout of the interconnecting devices while MAC
technique describes the method of determining which device in the network has access
to the transmission medium at any given time.
Basic knowledge on LAN is required as LAN connection will be use for developing the
Web-based system.
2.3 TCP/IP and Internet Protocol Fundamentals
When computers, terminals, and other data processing devices exchange data, it needs to
agree on the same protocols and protocol architecture. Protocol is aconvection or set of
rules use for communication between entities in different system. An example of entity
would be a user application program whilst an example of system would be computers
or terminals. For the two entities to communicate, both must speak 'the same language'.
The key elements ofprotocols; which determine how two entities communicate, what is
communicated and when it is communicated are syntax, semantics and timing. Syntax
includes matter like data format and signal level, semantic is control information for
coordination and error handling and timing controls speed matching and sequencing.
Protocol architecture is a structured set ofmodules that implements the communication
functions. For example, each data frame transmitted or file transferred is unique; such as
transmitting password, file command and records. .To ensure its sound transmission,
there is a certain kind of reliability required. The same sort ofreliability requirement can
be used by variety of applications such as e-mail and document transfer. Therefore these
requirements are met by aseparate communication service module that can be use by a
variety of application.
The most popular architecture protocol would be TCP/IP model. TCP/IP layers is



















Figure 2.1: TCP/IP Protocol architecture
Internet Protocol (IP) is a layer of TCP/IP suite. It is the most widely used
internetworking protocol. Basically, IP manages data that is being send between two
systems over the internet. The most important matter when discussing IP would be the
IP addresses. As internet involve multiple networks, the source and destination address
in IP header appends at a data frame must consist of a network identifier and a host
identifier as well. Figure 2.2 depicts IP address frame format. IP addresses are written in
dotted decimal notation, where a decimal number representing each ofthe octets of the
32-bit address. For example, the IP address 11000000 11100100 00010001 00111001 is
written as 192.228.17.57
Network(X bits ) Host (Y bits)
Figure 2.2: IP Address Format
To simplify addressing and routing, the concept called Subnets and Subnet Masks are
being used. Basically, a single network number termed subnet number is assigned to all
of the LANs at a site. This is to allow the routers within the site to function properly.
The host portion of the IP address is partitioned into asubnet number and ahost number
to accommodate this new level of addressing.
Within the subnetted number, the local routers must route on the basis of an extended
network number consisting of the network portion of the IP address and the subnet
number. The bit positions containing this extended network number are indicated by the
address mask. The use of the address mask allows the host to determine whether an
outgoing datagram is destined for the host on the same LAN (send directly) or another
LAN (send datagram to router). Figure 2.3 illustrate and example of the use of
subnetting.
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Figure 2.3: Example of Subnetworking
In developing both systems, it is vital to have at least basic knowledge regarding data
communication. Two automation devices; ONC and ETN Unit will be use to realize the
communication between the components of the project; the PLC and PCs. To get it
functioning, the correct configuration and parameter settings are required. Therefore, in





This chapter informs about the project's working procedure, which acts as a guidance.
Working procedure is presented in a flowchart; which can be observed as Appendix
l.The first step is the preliminary research and literature review. The related area are
being identified and studied. This is to obtain insights regarding the project; as well as
what have been developed in the past, what is being done in the present and the potential
area that can be develop for further improvement of the project.
The next step is the project scope and working procedures identification. Based on
insights obtained earlier, project scope and stages are defined. With this, working
procedures canbe identified.
The third step is the identification of project hardware and software components. This
covers the requirement for both PC-based and Web-based system. Emphasis is given on
howto utilize them. This includes device installation and software settings.
The next step is the development of PC-based system and it's HMI. This is followed by
Web-based system development. Between each development stages, there is system
testing. This is to see the workability of each system .Upon failure; necessary corrective
action will be taken.
Finally would be the whole system integration stage, where both systems are being
integrated withthe actual XY Robot system.
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3.2 Project Timeline
Project timeline was made in order to ensure that the project can be completed within its
duration oftwo semesters. Please refer Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 for the Project Gantt
Chart for Semester 1 and 2 respectively. The key activities have been identified and the
time allocated for each are thought to be sufficient. The project is feasible within the
given duration if there is no additional key activity and the system development goes
smoothly.
3.3 Tools Requirement
Project's tools requirement consist of software and hardware requirement. The tools that
have been identified are tabulated as Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The details regarding LAN
of UTP are listed in Table 3.3.
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FA Components and Data Agent









Information system network device
Hardware
OMRON SYSMAC C/CS1/CV -series and
C200HE-series PLC ____
Personal Computers (PC) with the
mentioned software
The necessary cables
ONC ITNC-EIX01 with Flash Card QNX
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This chapter presents the results of work done in developing both systems. The chapter
is divided into three sections: development ofPC-based system, development of Human
Machine Interface anddevelopment of Web-based system.
4.1 Development of PC-Based System
4.1.1 System Architecture
PLC C200HE END USER
SERIAL COl JICATIOM (RS232)
Figure 4.1: PC-Based System Architecture
The PC-Based system consists of an OMRON C200HE PLC and a PC with Window
2000 as its Operating System. PLC and PC communication is done through serial
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communication port or COM port terminal using RS 232 cable. Basically, the system
will work in a manner where a HMI at the PC will allow user to start a program in the
PLC.
To ensure a successful PC-PLC communication, the system requires FINSGateway;
OMRON standard communication software. This software allows the interchange of
message and data between Microsoft Window Operating System and OMRON PLC;
such as the C/CS1/CV Series PLC. The system also requires important software called
SYSMAC Compolet (SYSMAC C). This software treats OMRON PLCs as an Object
Linking and Embedding (OLE) control. With this, PLC can be 'embedded' onto VB 6.0
application such as HMI; thus allowing remote controlling ofPLC.
4.1.2 Settings Parameter
To establish PC-PLC connection, activate the FINSGateway Service Manager. Under
Service Control Manager, start the CPUUNIT and SerialUnit by clicking 'Start'
button at 'Status'. Upon activation, 'Status' will cite 'Running'. The window display
can be viewed as Figure 4.2.
OMRON FinsGateway Settings
Figure 4.2: Service Control Manager
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Settings parameter normally appears automatically once PC-PLC communication is
established. To verify whether communication does exist, check its COM port
properties. The serial communication port use is COM 1. The screen flow to check its
properties is 'Basic'- 'Services'- 'Networks'- 'Local Network 1'- 'Properties'. Its
properties or settings parameter can be observed from Figure 4.3 and 4.4.
COM! Serial Unit Properties
About | Network] Communication Unit Nodes (Lines |
COM port: C0M1 Line name: C0M1
Network number: 1 Network type: C0M1 serial unit
User-defined:
Node... Unit no. Protocol Model
240 0 SYSWAY C200H
Add Delete Property I Explore Export
OK Cancel Appb
Figure 4.3: Node Setting Parameter for COM 1Serial Unit Properties
Figure 4.3 informs the property of the node or device connected to the network. The
device detected is C200H, which is the exact model ofPLC use. The Unit number of the
node is recognized as '0' and Node number is recognized as '240'. The protocol use is
'SYSWAY'. SYSWAY is the type of protocol used when the communication is of the
serial-type.
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COMl Serial Unit Properties m?^:-, M
About Network | Communication Unit | Nodes) Lines |
Line name: C0M1
Network number: F
Local node number: 31







Figure 4.4: Network Setting Parameter for COM 1Serial Unit Properties
Based on Figure 4.4, 'Network number: 1' indicates the number of network that is
currently being use. Number of network can be added e.g., 'Network number; 2' and so
forth if the PC has more than one COM port. 'Local node number' cites the number of
devices that can be attached to the network. For this case, 31 nodes allowed.
'Communication unit number' indicates the type of network use. FINSGateway allow
data transfer via many type ofnetwork: Ethernet, Serial and Controller Link; to name a
few. Each type of network has been allocated with its own communication unit; whereby
data will be transferred through this communication unit and onto the network, before it
reach the intended node. Communication unit '24'has been allocated for serial -type
network, and therefore means that 'Network number: 1' is serial communication.
Another way to verify communication is by executing FINSGateway Network Tester.
Insert settings parameter, which are Network address, Node address and Unit address
(N.n.u). Click 'Start' and a window as depicts in Figure 4.5 will appear. Encircled
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Figure 4.5: FINSGateway NetworkTester
4.1.3 Discussion
The objective of this system is to establish PLC-PC communication. Through
FINSGateway Service Manager activation, the communication is successful.
The main important part of the system is to identify its Network, Node and Unit
component, and also its addresses. The components of Network are PC and PLC;
recognized by FINSGateway as CPU_UNIT and C200HE respectively. For this PC-
based system, Network address has been set to '1'.
Node is referring to the device connected to the PC. For this, only PLC C200HE is being
used and recognize as node. PLC is connected to PC through COM 1. Its Node address
is fixed at '240' by FINSGateway configuration. It is the address allocated for PLC
connected to PC in the serial communication manner.
Unit is referring to the operating CPU unit in the network. In this system, only one PC is
used and as mentioned, is recognized by FINSGateway as CPUUnit. Unit address for
CPU Unit is fixed at '0' by FINSGateway.
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4.2 Development of Human Machine Interface (HMI)
To design the HMI, VB 6.0 is used as it is widely accepted and compatible with
OMRON PLCs. To allow PLC to be controlled from VB 6.0 program, SYSMAC
Compolet (SYSMAC C) is required. SYSMAC Cis an intermediate software containing
the control of C/CS1/CV -series OMRON PLC.
4.2.1 Procedures
Open VB 6.0 and choose 'Standard EXE' under 'New Project'. A form will appear.
Choose OMRON SYSMAC C Control from 'Project Component'. SYSMAC C icon
will appear and is placed on form. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6
Figure 4.6: SYSMAC C Icon for C Series PLC Control on Form
To allow the SYSMAC C control to function, double clicked the icon and it's
'PropertyPages' will appear. Insert the same Network, Node and Unit address (N.n.u);
which is 1.240.0. If VB 6.0 detects PC- PLC communication, the 'Controller Model'
will cite the PLC model that is currently being use. This can be viewed as Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Property Pages
After the settings are done, HMI can be created by adding controls on the form. VB
6.0's commonly use control would be the CommandButton, which allow user to initiate
program by clicking onto it. After placing the necessary CommandButton, programmer
needs to write some code so thatit will execute certain action.
To simplify work, the XY Robot program is being replaced by a very simple PLC
program (Figure 4.8). The PLC program is written to switch on an LED when address
200.03 is triggered and switch off LED when address 246.15 is activated. This program
was written using CX Programmer.
Figure 4.8: Mock XY Robot Program
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A mock HMI is created based on this program. This can be viewed as Figure 4.9.
Through button 'Start' and 'Stop', LED can be switch on and off Beforehand, the




Figure 4.9: Mock HMI
Private Sub stopkutton_Click()
SYSHACj::L. writeArea plcAreaCIO, 246, i, "8000'






Figure 4.10: Compolet Coding for Mock HMI
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4.2.2 Discussion
The attempt to create a working user interface for this simple mock program was
successful. Thus, HMI for the actual XY Robot program can be developed by following
the same procedure. This is because, as long as there is Normally Open or Normally
Close contact in aPLC program (which they usually have), it is possible to construct its
HMI following the samemethod.
What is most important in developing the HMI is the usage of internal relay (IR)
addresses to the contacts in PLC program. IR addresses allow PLC program to be
invoked internally, i.e., through communication link.
Based on Figure 4.8, IR addresses are being used in constructing the PLC program or
ladder diagram. The address 246.03 here is an example of IR address, assigned to
Normally Open contact. In this program, address 246.03 needs to be invoked in order to
switch on the LED output. Range of IR addresses can be obtained from the PLC
Programming Manual and is different from one series ofPLC to another.
The next important step is to know how to invoke these IR addresses from SYSMAC C
control. From Figure 4.10, the coding for 'Start' button is SYSMAC_Ci. writeArea
plcArea CIO, 200, 1,"0008". '246' represents IR 246 and "0008" is citing the IR
address in full (for this case; 246.03). '1' means sending the value of 1to the address. In
other words, it triggers the address. To convert the last two decimal of every IR
addresses into SYSMAC C code, we need to refer to the Compolet Series Component
Table. This can be viewed as Table 4.1
Table 4.1: Compolet Series Component
0 0 0 8
1 s 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00
2j 21 21 2U "2^ 21 21 2° 2j 2l 21 2U 2J T 21 2U
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As an example of conversion, take the IR address 246.03. From the table, decimal '03'
corresponds to '23 ', which is; by the normal to-the-power-of-two conversion is '8'.
Therefore, its SYSMAC C coding would be "0008". If the IR address is 200.15, the
SYSMAC Ccoding would be "8000". From the table, we can see that 16 sub addresses
assigned to an IR address; depicts by its last two decimal numbers.
During the development of PC-based system and HMI, the author discovers that the CX-
Programmer and VB 6.0 cannot be use simultaneously. Using both at the same time will
cause the failure of either one in detecting the PLC; hence failure to communicate.
Therefore, it is important to transfer the ladder diagram to the PLC first before HMI is
activated. Below is the summary of step-by step procedure to start a PC-based system
with HMI;
1. Download ladder diagram to the PLC. Let the PLC to be in the Monitor mode
and exit CX Programming.
2. Activate FINSGateway from FINS Gateway Service Manager.
3. Activate HMI and PLC is ready to be controlled from the HMI.
22









HOST LINK / SERIAL LINK
PLC C200HE
Figure 4.11: Web -Based System Architecture
The Web-based system architecture is depicts in Figure 4.11. It consists of a C200HE
PLC and a CSl PLC with Ethernet Unit (ETN Unit), an Open Network Controller
(ONC), and two PCs.
Two PLCs are required as Motion Controller Card is only compatible with C200H series
PLC, whilst ETN Unit is only compatible with CSl series PLC. Motion Controller Card
is normally use with any robotic system, e.g. the XY Robot system. ONC acts as aweb
server and ETN Unit is placed in order to enable PLC to support wide range protocols
via Ethernet, including TCP/IP and FINS message communication.
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C200HE is connected to ONC through Host Link or serial communication. ONC, CSl
with ETN Unit and end users are connected to each other via the Ethernet orLAN.
The system works this way; a robotic system or XY Robot system for this matter, is
being programmed into PLC C200HE. Its HMI is being launched as aweb application
and stored in the ONC. Whenever an end user needs to monitor or control the XY Robot
system, the user just need to log onto the server (ONC) web site. This is because ONC
has web server function that allows interactive monitoring from aweb browser. Any end
user with a standard web browser like Microsoft Internet Explorer can access the web
site.
4.3.2 Device Installation and Settings Parameter
4.3.2.1 Ethernet Unit (CS1W-ETN11)
Figure 4.12: ETN Unit
The function of ETN Unit is to enable PLC supports a wide range of protocols via
Ethernet. The protocols that it can support are TCP/IP, UDP/IP socket services, FINS
command execution, FTP file transfers and SMTP message communication. This allows
the communication or data transfer between two PLCs or PLC with end users over the
Ethernet connection.
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In order to use the ETN Unit, it must be connected to an Ethernet Connection or LAN.
Beforehand, a few settings and installation must be done onto the module. Its procedures
are summarize as below;
1. Determine the local IP address and the address conversion method.
2. Set the unit number of the ETN Unit as a CPU Bus Unit.
3. Set the node address.
4. Set the local IP address.
5. Mount the Unit to the PLC CPU Unit's Backplane.
6. TurnONpower supply to the CPUUnit.
7. Assume PLC communicates with PC through COM port using RS 232 cable.
Create the I/O table using CX-Programmer.
8. Create the routing table with CX-Net.
9. Make other necessary settings in CX-Programmer such as changing the type of
network use to communicate between PC and PLC.
10. Pull out RS 232 cable and plug in RJ 45 connector cable into its Ethernet
connector.
• ETN Unit's Settings Parameter
The Unit No. is use to identify individual CPU Bus Unit when more than one CPU Bus
Unit is mounted to the same PLC. Since there are no other network module mounted on
the same PLC for this project, the Unit No. can be of any number. The ETN module
Unit No. is set to'0'.
The Node No. identifies the devices attached to the same network. Its switches allow
node number to be set from 01 to 7E hexadecimal or 1 to 126 decimal. For this project,
since the automatic generation method is used for IP address conversion, the Node No.
has to be the same with its Remote IP address Host No. Therefore, ETN Unit's Node
No. is set to 05. (Further explanation regarding automatic generation method will be
done in the following section)
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• ETN Unit's IP Address Setting
The nodes on LAN are identified by IP addresses. Before the ETN unit is connected to
LAN, it is necessary to determine its IP address.
There are three methods that can be use to do this;
1. Automatic Address Generation
2. IP Address Table
3. Combined method ( using bothautomatic generation and I/O address table)
These methods basically convert FINS addresses into IP addresses. As FINS
communication is being used as the communication function, it is necessary to specify
the nodes according to the FINS address system. However, in this project, data must be
sent and received on LAN using IP addresses. Hence, the IP addresses need to be
converted from FINS addresses.
Based on the project's system architecture, whereby not many devices (or nodes)
connected to the LAN; the most suitable method would be Automatic Address
Generation. This method is suitable for network with 127 or less nodes connected to it.
The conversion formula is shown as below;
Remote IP address = [LocalIP address AND Subnet mask]
OR remote FINS Node No.
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The ETN Unit's Remote IP address is achieved through the following calculation;
Local IP address 160.0.44.8
Subnet mask 255.255.252.0
Remote FINS Node No. 5




160. 0. 44.5 (IP address)
When using this method, the ETN Unit's Host No. (of its IP address) and its Node No.




IP address : 160.0.0.5
t
Becomes 0
The eight rotary switches at the back panel of the module are used to set its local IP
(160.0.44.5). However, the rotary switches can only accept hexadecimal numbers.
Therefore, the IP address needs to be converted into hexadecimal first. Table 4.2 shows
the converted digits.
IP address in decimal
160.0.44.5
Table 4.2: IP address conversion
IP address in hexadecimal
A0. 0. 2C. 5
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• ETN Unit's I/O Table Setting
To create an I/O table, create a new project in the CX Programmer. Before that,
terminate FINS Gateway Service Units; ETNUnit and SerialUnit. Ifthis is not being
done, CX Programmer isunable to detect the connected PLC.
Right click at the I/O Table icon on the left side of the screen to give apop up. Under
'Option' on its menu, choose 'Create' .Click at 'Main Rack' and next at' ETN UNIT'.
The window as shown in Figure 4.13 will appear. Insert the required settings such as its



















Figure 4.13: ETN Unit CPU Bus Unit
• ETN Unit's Routing Table Setting
After I/O table is downloaded to PLC, go to 'Tools' on the menu at the main page and
select 'Network Configuration Tools'. A window as shown in Figure 4.14 will appear.
Select 'New PLC and click the online icon. The red line connecting PC to PLC as
depicts in Figure 4.14 will turn to green.
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Figure 4.14: NetworkConfiguration Tools
Next, choose 'Routing Table' and select 'Setup'. Awindow as Figure 4.15 will appear.
Right click on column depicts '0' (the unit number of the ETN Unit), and apop up will
ask to insert 'Network number' and 'Type ofnetwork'; as depicts inFigure 4.15. Key in
'1' and 'ETN' respectively. If it matched with the settings on ETN Unit module, the




Figure 4.15: Routing Table Setup
Figure 4.16 Routing Table
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• Changing Serial Communication to LAN Connection
The next step is to change the RS 232 cable to RJ 45 cable. Make the PLC 'Offline' and
pull out the RS 232 cable. Change the PLC 'Network Settings' by clicking onto PLC
icon. Change 'Network' from 'SYSMAC WAY' to 'Ethernet'. Next, select 'Details'.
Under 'Network', do the settings as Figure 4.17 and under 'Driver', do the settings as
Figure 4.18.
Network Settings [Ethernet] &-'<'^:
Network j Privet
'fr,NS Source Address • " "
Network; |l ij Node- JO ^ Unit |0 jj
FINS Destination Address



















iP Address - Port Number
160 . 0 . 44 . 5 9600
OK Cancel Help
Figure 4.18: Driver Settings
Place the RJ 45 cable into the Ethernet connector on the ETN unit. Make the PLC in
'Online' mode. The process is successful ifthe CX Programmer is capable to detect the
CSl PLC via LAN or Ethernet.
4.3.2.2 Open Network Controller (ONC ITNC-EIX01)
Figure 4.19: Open Network Controller
Open Network Controller (ONC) provides agateway for FINS message communication
between the host PC and CSl PLC on the LAN to C200HE PLC via Host Link in this
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project (Figure 4.11). Its web server function allows remote controlling or monitoring of
a system from a web browser. The objective is to let any user who has access to the
website to control a system from distance.
The ONC need to be configured and that is done by doing some files editing. The files
that need to be edited are its settings files. The list offiles can be viewed as Appendix 4.
Basically, there are two methods that can be use to edit this file; using the ONC_wizard
setting tool or vi editor. ONC_wizard allows files to be edited in the conversational
window display whilst vi editor make settings changes in the settings files' temporary
file. For this project, ONC was configured using the ONC_ wizard setting tools method.
Beforehand, two serial link cables need to be constructed. For PC -ONC communication
(connection use while editing settings files), a cable of pin layout as shown in Figure
4.20 is needed.
For ONC- PLC C200HE communication (Host Link connection), a cable of pin layout























Figure 4.20: Pin Layout for PC-ONC Communication
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Figure 4.21: Pin Layout for ONC- PLC C200HE Communication
File editing can be done by logging onto the ONC by using Hyper Terminal connected
to COM 1. If PC- ONC communication is successful, a window as depicts in Figure
4.22 will appear. Log onto the ONC as 'root' and default password 'OMRON'. A # key







l2:2ds<f& 2064 on //Udav/ttw®
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Figure 4.22: Hyper Terminal
After some editing done, especially it's IP address at SYSTEM SETUP; ONC can be
accessed by connecting it to Ethernet port using Telnet (Figure 4.23). The IP address of
ONC has been set to 160.0.44.6. If PC- ONC communication via Ethernet is successful,
a window as depicts in Figure 4.24 will appear. Log onto the ONC as 'root' and default
password'OMRON'.
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Type the name of a program, folder, document, or
Internet resource, and Windows will open it for you,
Open: j telnet 160.0,44.6
OK Cancel Browse,,,
Figure 4.23: AccessingONC via Ethernet
ng C:\WINNT\5ystem32\telnet.eHe
Figure 4.24: Logging onto ONC via Ethernet
4.3.3 Web Application Development
Since ONC is use asthe server, OMRON's web application development software; ONC
Active X Control and FA Components (Active X Control) are required. These software
cannot be use other than applications communicating with an ONC. ONC Active X
Control contains VB 6.0 OCX component, which can be pasted onto VB 6.0's form to
enables use. Combining FA components with VB 6.0 components allow the
development ofaHMI that can be operated as a web application.
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To enable ONC to use the ONC Active X components, a software called ONC Data
Agent must be installed. Please refer Appendix 5for the mentioned software installation.
4.3.4 Discussion
4.3.4.1 Ethernet Unit (CS1W-ETN11)
Basically, ETN Unit installation was successful. This is based on communication
established between the PC and PLC CSl. This is verified when PING command was
done (Figure 4.25). The IP address of the PLC CSl with ETN Unit is 160.0.44.5.
EMC:\WINNT\System32\ping:eKe:
Pinging 160-0-44.5 with 32 bytes oi- data;
Heply tVom i6B„0.44,5: bytes=32 tirce-lSms TTL-olrr
Reply from 160.9.44.5: bytes =32 tine<10ns 1TJ--
Tteply Fi'gpi 163.0.44.5= bytes=32 time<10ms TTL^bb
^ *i*£a-' *LH.
Figure 4.25: Ping on PLC CSl
Another way to verify communication is by executing the FINSGateway Network
Tester. The Network, Node and Unit No. of the ETN Unit was inserted and the
following result, as depicts in Figure 4.26 was obtained. The encircled information
proved that FINSGateway detects PLC. The Unit No. for Ethernet network has been set









No. of Sends: "Tf Receive Timeout: j1000 V] ms f Ignore Error
Received Data (Header +Message]^
00000 101 00 00 00 00 00 b111 00 00 I......±...
00010 |cO000201.64bl 01 0511 00 \k..4±...
00000 105 01 0000435331 572d45 K.CS1W-I
00010 154 4e31 31 202020 2020' 20fiTN11
00020 120 20 20 20 56 31 2e31 32 20 k^Vl•12
00030 12020 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
00040 120 20 2020ati 00 2c05ft ff I
00050 Ifc002580000000000a 31 !il&e 1
00060 Ie2 35 1.5















Figure 4.26: FINSGateway Network Tester on PLC CSl
With the successful communication, ETN Unit can be use and therefore, will enable data
transfer to andfrom PLC CSl overthe Ethernet network.
According to its manual, ETN Unit can transfer two types of data; FINS commands or
any data. To transfer FINS command, FINS communication is use. To transfer any
data, Socket services is use. Basically, both are ETN Unit's communication function.
For FINS communication service, data is sent and received as UDP packets. As for
Socket services, data is sent and received as either UDP or TCP protocol. This means
Socket services have wider application.
The ETN Unit configuration done above was meant for FINS command and FINS
communication service was used. This is because the Web-based system is a simple
network configuration; whereby the network is small and only integrate two kinds of
network; Ethernet and Host Link. For a small network, data is transferred using only a
few protocol; SYSWAY protocol for Host Link and UDP protocol for Ethernet.
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The system can be expanded into a larger scale network and integrate many type of
OMRON Factory Automation Network; Controller Link, Host Link, Device Net and
more. With this, a lot of data will be transferred and Socket services communication
function will come in handy. To use its function, the ETN Unit installation and settings
will be different a bit. To do so, reference to itsmanual is required.
4.3.4.2 Open Network Controller (ONC ITNC-EIX01)
Basically, ONC installation was successful. Settings files were edited by inserting the
necessary parameter. To view the settings files, please refer Appendix 4. As the result,
ONC can be accessed via Ethernet (Figure 4.24). This is further verified when PING
command was done (Figure 4.27). The IP address ofONC is set to 160.0.44.6.
Figure 4.27: Ping on ONC
However, ONC-PLC C200HE communication, or Host Link network cannot be verified.
The cable use was constructed according to its specification and it should be able to
detect PLC C200HE. The possible problem could be the wrong settings in its settings
file; HLK SETUP (Appendix 4). The author is still working on this.
Data Agent, however, cannot be installed as the software is not available. The software
must be purchased from OMRON.
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4.3.4.3 Web Application Development
The author has managed to understand the procedure of creating a web application of
HMI although did not manage to build an actual HMI. This is because web application
development requires software (ONC Active XControl and FA Components) that are
not available in UTP andmustbe purchased from OMRON.
Given the actual XY Robot System, its HMI can be created using the mentioned
software. To build a more sophisticated HMI, much knowledge in programming the VB
6.0 must be acquired.
Overall, the settings of important devices are successful and ready to be use. The matter
that hindered its positive progress is the unavailability of software required. These
software must be use in developing theweb application of HMI.
For future development, the Web-based system can be expanded into a larger network.
This means, more nodes can be added and more types of network can be integrated.
However, it is better to have a dedicated LAN connection. This is to reduce time delay




With reference to its Gantt chart, the development ofPC-based and Web-based system is
successful; however HMI cannot be created fully due to a few problems. Although the
author took a longer period to configure both ETN Unit and ONC, it did complete on
time though. Technical guidance from OMRON personnel helps a lot and the readings
from its manual do facilitate the author in understanding its step by step procedures
explained by the personnel. Hence, these contribute to the success of developing both
PC-based and Web-based system. As for the development of HMI, the author did not
make a HMI controlling XY robot, but mange to grasp with the concept ofcreating a
HMI. This is proven with the success of lighting an LED from a simple VB program.
Therefore, given the extra time, software required and the XY Robot System program,
there will not be much of a problem of creating the actual HMI. Basically it can be
concluded that objective number 1 and 2 is achieved and close at realizing objective
number 3.
This project is viable but it requires more than literature understanding. It requires
professional guidance as well. For example, to install and configure the ETN unit alone,
the author finds it difficult by just referring to its manual and not getting technical
assistance from the OMRON personnel. The steps layout in the manual are somehow not
direct, requires understanding of other device or software, reference to other manual and
are often left with so many choices ofmethods to do it. This is because the project itself
consists of many software and devices. Therefore, professional help is required in
clarifying doubts. It is recommended that, in a project such as this; where it involves
unfamiliar devices, abriefing or demonstration from the manufacturer is highly needed.
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APPENDIX 5: SOFTWARE INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
4-2 Data Agent
Data Agents
To use the ONC ActiveX controls and ONC Java Beans, it is necessaryto install a Data Agent to
the Open Network Controller.
The Data Agent is the same for the ONC ActiveX controls and the ONC Java Beans, but is
different for the HTTP and Socket types. Install the Data Agent for the protocol used to the Open
Network Controller.
Installation File Description
CD-ROM\DataAgents\webhttp101 Xqz HTTP protocol Data Aqent
CD-ROM\DataAgents\websock1 OO.tqz Socket protocol Data Aqent
The final 3 characters of the file name may change in various releases, and might not match with
that shown here.
Transfer the appropriate file as shown above to the Open Network Controller, and install it.
Before Installing the Data Agent
To install the Data Agent to the Open Network Controller, the following hardware and software is
required. Confirm these conditions before attempting to install the Data Agent.
Windows95/98/NT
Computer that runs
ftp client software and






Compact flash memory card
(sold separately)
Item Specifications
Computer, OS Computer with Microsoft Windows95/967NT
Network Ethernet





AQNX formatcompact flash card must be inserted. Refer to the Open Network Controller manual
(SBSB-504), 3-9, for details about formatting and inserting the compact flash card.
Network Ehvirnoment
The installation computer and the Open Network Controllermust be connected by Ethernet, and
ftp and telnet must be available on the computer. If an Ethernetconnection is not already
established, refer to the Open Network Controller manual (SBSB-504), Chapter 3 for details
regarding the Ethernet connections and settings.
Installing the Data Agent
Install the Data Agent to the Open Network Controller as follows (the y indicates the Enter key):
Transferring the Installation File
To install the Data Agent, first, transfer the installation file {webhttpl01.tgz or
websocklOO.tgz) from the computer to the compactflash card (/hd) in the Open Network
Controller. Use a commercially available ftp client or the standard Windows ftp client to
transfer the file to the Open Network Controller.
* In this example, the standard Windows ftp client is used to transferthe file (websocklOO.tgz).
• Ifusing another ftp client, be sure to send the file in binary mode. Then, refer to the
Installation explanation that follows.
1 On the installation computer, select Run from the Windows Start menu, and enter the
following:
4-4
Typethe-name ofa program, folder, ordocument, and
. 'windows wil open it foryou.
Open: ftp10 3 69 101 H
OK Cancel . B[owse„,
Set the IP address of the Open Network Controller(default IP address: 10.0.0.1).
2 Click OK.
3 The Windows ftp client will be booted as shown below:
I au.o ^j|it|aiifeiB[fMla 'AJ
Connected^© 10.3.69,101.
220 bnchost FTP server.(Version 5.60) ready.
User (10.3,69.10l:(none)):. _ -
lata Agent
4 Log in as root. Enter rooO, and then the password©. The default password is OMRON.






5 Transfer the installation file to the Open Network Controller compact flash card (/hd) as
follows:
ftp>cd /hd ED
6 Set ftp to binary mode as follows:
ftp>binary y
7 Transfer the installation file as follows (put CD-ROM drive\DataAgents\file name):
Example: ftp>put E:\DataAgents\websock100.tgzQ
This completes the transfer ofthe installation file. Refer to the Installation explanation next to
complete the installation.
Installation
First, connect from the installation computer to the Open Network Controller using telnet. Then,
install the Data Agent. In this example, theSocket protocol Data Agent is being installed.
1 On the installation computer, selectRun from theWindows Start menu, and enter the
following:
Jp^T Type the name of aprogram,folder, or document arid -
"Windows-wiE openSfor you... ' ,"•• - ,„'.,•»*.
Open;-; telnen0 3S9101 3
QIC Cancel Browse,.




3 Log in as root. Enter root©, and then the password©. Thedefault password is OMRON.
If the login is successful, the following will be displayed:
afTelnet*1ft3.69.10f
-Connect Edit Terminal Help ..
Welcome to QNX h.25
Copyright (c) QNX Software Systems Ltd. 1982,1998
login: root
password:
Last login: Thu Sep 07 13:02:08 2008 on //1/deu/ttypfl
Fri Sep 22 15:21:45 2000
» 1
4 Move to the directory with the websockl OO.tgz file (/hd):
#cd /hd 0
(For the HTTP Data Agent the file name is webhttp101.tgz.)
5 Unzip the websockl OO.tgz file to obtain the tar file:
#gunzip websockl OO.tgz 0
The websockl OO.tar will be unzipped.
6 Extract the websockl OO.tar file:
#tar -xvf websockl OO.tar S
The /hd/websock directory will be created, and the files copied into it. (The HTTP Data Agent
directory is /hd/webhttp.)-
7 Move to the /hd/websock directory.
#cd /hd/websock y
8 Begin the installation as follows:
#./setupP]
Ifthe installation completes normally, the Data Agent files are all copied to the appropriate
directories.
This completes the Socket protocol Data Agent installation.
Afterthe installation is complete, move to the /hd directory and delete the websockl OO.tar file, as
follows:
#cd .J3
#rm websockl OO.tar ©
Uninstalling the Data Agent
To uninstall the Data Agent, connect to the Open Network Controller from the computer, using
telnet, and follow the procedure below:
1 Move to the /hd/webhttp or /hd/websock directory:
#cd/hd/websock S
2 Uninstall as follows:
#./uninsty
4-3 ONC ActiveX Controls
This section explains the installation of the ONC ActiveX controls.




HTTP ONC ActiveX controls
Socket ONC ActiveX controls
CD-ROM\ActiveXCtl\sample_http100.exe'
CD-ROrVl\ActiveXCtl\sample_socket100.exe
HTTP ONC ActiveX controls sample project
Socket ONC ActiveX controls sample project
Thefinal 3 characters ofthe file name may change in various releases, and might notmatch with
that shown here.
Copy the above installation to the computer hard disk to install it.
Refer to the online documentation for details about using the ONC ActiveX controls.
stalling the ONC ActiveX Controls
The Socket ONC ActiveX controls are installed in this example. Install the HTTP ONC ActiveX
controls or the sample projects in the same manner.
To use the ONC ActiveX controls, The Data Agent for the protocol to be used (HTTP or Socket)
must be installed in the Open Network Controller. Referto 4-2 for details.
1 Copy the inst_socket100.exe file from the CD-ROM ActiveXCtl folder to the computer (in
this example, D:\tmp).
2 Double-click the copied inst_socket100.exe file.







• 4-3 ONC ActiveX Control.
3 Click OK.
When the file has been extracted, the following installation dialog will be displayed.
Inside the folder where the inst_socket1OO.exe file was executed, an oncsocket directory(HTTP:
onchttp) will be created. This directory is not necessary, and can be deleted.
Welcome to the OncSocket ristdiatton program.
SetupcannotinstaS system ftfes or updateshared files ifthey are inuse.
Before ptoceedtng, werecommend that you doseany applications youmay
be ruining. ' .
' . OK EgfcSetup »*" j '•
Click OK.
fS OncSocket Setup
Begin the retaliation by clicking tna button ce-iow,
Click this button to msta'lOrcSccket software to the specifieddestination





Click the icon button in the upper left to start the installation.
Uninstalling the ONC ActiveX Controls
This explanation uninstalls the Socket ONC ActiveX controls as an example.
1 Select Settings | Control Panel jAdd/Remove Applications from the start menu.
The Add/Remove Applications Properties dialog will be displayed.
2 Select Oncsocket.
3 Click the Add/Remove button.
4 Follow the instructions on the screen to remove the software.
